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About Project VEA
Project VEA stands at the forefront of blockchain innovation with its revolutionary MEV bot network,

designed to optimize blockchain profitability through high-frequency trading. At the core of our

operations is our native token, $VEA, which plays a pivotal role in our business model. We redistribute

50% of MEV profits back to our token holders, creating a sustainable and profitable ecosystem. Our

advanced technological solutions and strategic tokenomics are finely tuned to enhance value

extraction from the blockchain, making Project VEA a leader in the cryptocurrency trading space.

Who We Are

Our Mission

The team behind Project VEA is composed

of highly skilled professionals with diverse

backgrounds ranging from blockchain

technology to digital marketing and

software development. Our collective

expertise enables us to build and manage

sophisticated tools that maximize

profitability and efficiency in the blockchain

environment. Each member brings a unique

set of skills that contribute to our

overarching goal of enhancing and

innovating within the crypto space.

What We Do

At Project VEA, we manage an intricate

infrastructure of MEV bots, which are essential

tools for executing a variety of profitable trading

strategies on multiple blockchain networks.

These strategies include high-frequency

trading, frontrunning, and sandwiching among

others. Our bots are engineered to scan pending

transactions, predict market movements, and

place orders that capitalize on these predictions,

securing advantageous trading positions and

maximizing revenue. This not only increases our

operational efficiency but also ensures that we

stay competitive in the fast-evolving blockchain

trading environment.

Our mission is to revolutionize the

blockchain space by creating a

synergistic relationship between

tokenomics and technology. Project

VEA aims to enhance the value of our

native token, $VEA, by redistributing a

significant portion of our profits back to

the token holders. This simple yet

profoundly appealing concept

encourages individuals to invest and

hold our token, benefiting just from

ownership. Our innovative approach

ensures that our token holders are

rewarded continuously, fostering a

loyal and engaged community.

Our Vision

Project VEA envisions a future where

blockchain technology is maximally

profitable and accessible. We aim to

lead the charge in transforming the

blockchain landscape by providing

cutting-edge tools and innovative

financial models that empower traders

and investors alike. Through constant

innovation and strategic growth, we

seek to establish new standards in the

cryptocurrency market, making

advanced trading strategies accessible

and profitable for our diverse

community of users.



High-Frequency
Trading

High-Frequency Trading involves executing a large number of transactions at

very high speeds, capitalizing on minor price fluctuations that occur

momentarily. This strategy enhances market liquidity and allows for rapid

accumulation of gains from small price differences.

MEV Functionality and Operations

Frontrunning Frontrunning strategy sees MEV bots predict and act on large, pending

transactions before they are processed and confirmed on the blockchain. By

preemptively buying or selling assets, the bots secure more favorable prices,

exploiting the price movement that follows these significant transactions.

Sandwiching In the sandwiching strategy, MEV bots place orders around a large transaction

to benefit from the price movement it causes. By positioning trades just

before and after a large transaction, the bots manipulate and profit from the

resultant market impact, leveraging both the initial reaction and subsequent

price correction.

Infrastructure Requirements for
MEV Bot Operations

Computing and Network Infrastructure

High-Performance Servers: Essential for

processing and executing large volumes of

transactions rapidly. These should have

powerful CPUs and be optimized for parallel

processing.

Low Latency Networks: Crucial for minimizing

delays, ensuring that MEV bots can execute

trades faster than the competition. This

involves direct connections to cryptocurrency

exchanges and strategic placement of data

centers.

Algorithmic and Machine Learning Capabilities

Algorithm Development: Continuous

innovation and refinement of trading

algorithms by a dedicated team of

quantitative developers and data scientists.

Machine Learning Models: Enhance prediction

accuracy and decision-making with models

that adapt based on historical data analysis.

Blockchain and Security Framework

Node Operations: Running independent nodes for direct

access to blockchain transactions, reducing reliance on

third-party data.

Smart Contract Deployment: Utilizing smart contracts to

automate complex trading strategies securely.

Security Protocols: Implement robust security measures

including encryption, access controls, and regular audits

to protect against potential threats.

Data Management and Security Systems

Real-Time Data Processing: High-speed data pipelines and

databases tailored for immediate data ingestion and

analysis.

Large-Scale Data Storage: Secure and efficient storage

solutions for extensive historical and transaction data.

Support and Scalability

Operational Monitoring: 24/7 monitoring to ensure system

health and immediate troubleshooting.

Scalability Solutions: Infrastructure must be capable of

scaling up seamlessly as operations expand, using cloud

services and virtualization for flexibility.



Presale and Funding
To realize the ambitious goals of Project VEA, significant initial capital is required. The funding acquired

through our presale and seed funding rounds is crucial for building a robust infrastructure and continuously

enhancing the capabilities of our MEV bots. This investment allows us to remain at the forefront of the

competitive blockchain profitability landscape.

Purpose of Funding

Infrastructure Development

Building and maintaining a sophisticated infrastructure for high-frequency MEV operations involves

substantial financial resources. Our infrastructure includes state-of-the-art computing hardware, low-latency

networks, and secure data centers strategically located to optimize the performance of our MEV bots. This

setup ensures that our operations are not only fast but also resilient and secure against potential cyber

threats.

Bot Development and Optimization

Our MEV bots require ongoing development to stay competitive. This development involves fine-tuning

algorithms, testing new trading strategies, and adapting to changes in blockchain technology and market

conditions. The complexity and dynamism of blockchain environments necessitate continuous research and

development efforts to keep our systems efficient and effective.

Pre-Seed Stage

Public
Presale

This initial phase targets accredited

investors to gather capital for setting up

our foundational infrastructure and

starting bot development. Investors in

this stage are crucial partners in

enabling the early setup and testing

phases of our technology.

Seed Investors
Seed funding is focused on scaling our

operations and enhancing our

technological base. This phase supports

the expansion of our infrastructure and

the advanced development of our MEV

bots to handle multiple blockchains and

trading strategies.

The public presale allows a broader

investor base to participate in our

project, providing us with the

necessary funds to refine our

strategies and increase our market

presence. It is a critical step towards

building a community around $VEA

and ensuring sufficient liquidity for

when the token launches.

Buy / Sell Tax

To ensure the continuous improvement and

operational stability of our MEV bots,

Project VEA will implement a transaction

tax on each buy and sell of $VEA tokens.

This tax strategy is designed to create a

self-funding mechanism that supports the

ongoing costs associated with maintaining

and upgrading our infrastructure and

trading algorithms.

Phases of Funding



Objective: Secure initial funding and validate the MEV bot concept.

Activities

Launch Pre-Seed Funding Round: Target accredited investors to secure the capital necessary for the groundwork of the

MEV bot operations.

Conduct Blind Presale: Open for retail investors, aiming to engage early adopters and expand our community base.

Goals: This phase focuses on establishing a solid financial foundation and beginning community engagement to support the

development and deployment of the MEV bots.

2024 Roadmap

Phase 1: Pre-Seed Stage

Objective: Publicly introduce $VEA token and activate the MEV bot network.

Activities

$VEA Token Launch: Initiate the official launch on the Base chain, ensuring the token is listed on major exchanges to

promote liquidity.

Deploy MEV Bots: Start the operations of our MEV bots on selected blockchain platforms to begin capturing Maximum

Extractable Value.

Goals: Successfully introduce the $VEA token to the public market and activate the initial network of MEV bots, setting the

stage for operational execution and value generation.

Phase 2: Token Launch and Network Activation

Phase 3: Expansion of Operations

Objective: Scale up the network to enhance reach and efficiency.

Activities

Network Scaling: Expand the coverage and capabilities of our MEV bots to increase operational efficiency.

Forge Strategic Partnerships: Collaborate with other blockchain entities to leverage technological and market synergies.

Goals: Broaden the operational scope and improve the technological infrastructure to access new markets and enhance the

overall effectiveness of the MEV bot network.

Phase 4: Enhancing MEV Functionality

Objective: Advance the technical capabilities and economic impact of MEV operations.

Activities

Introduce Advanced Features: Upgrade MEV bots with innovative trading strategies and enhanced algorithmic functions

to boost profit extraction.

Refine Redistribution Model: Improve the profit-sharing mechanism to ensure equitable and rewarding outcomes for all

$VEA token holders.

Goals: Elevate the technological sophistication and economic benefits of the MEV operations, ensuring sustained

engagement and profitability for investors and community members.


